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TOP SHOPS
THE SOUTH’S BEST SOURCES FOR
ANTIQUES, ARCHITECTURAL SALVAGE, ART,
FURNISHINGS, AND GARDEN GOODS

ANTIQUES,
FURNITURE,
AND HOME
ACCESSORIES
214 MODERN VINTAGE
High Point, North Carolina
92 GARDEN&GUN

Many of the design professionals who converge biannually on the High Point Market
in North Carolina know to arrive early to visit 214 Modern
Vintage. Housed in a 1920s
storefront, the shop is filled

with impeccable furniture,
art, and decorative objects
curated by its co-owners,
Stephanie Schofield and
Hilary Eklund, along with
five partners from around the
country, each with a specific

area of expertise, such as
period lighting or abstract art.
214modernvintage.com

ing, accessories, and art.
bungalowclassic.com

CIRCA WHO
West Palm Beach, Florida
Picture the best examples of
vintage Palm Beach home
and garden decor, and that’s
what you’ll find here—bamboo-accented furniture and
fun pieces in classic whites
and neutrals, as well as bright
accents in turquoise, gold,
and green. circawho.com

ALEX RASKIN
ANTIQUES
Savannah, Georgia
Walking through this suspended-in-time, stuffed-tothe-gills mansion is a bit like
visiting Miss Havisham of
Great Expectations, except
that here the dusty tramp
art and Biedermeier chairs
are for sale. facebook.com
/AlexRaskinAntiques
BUNGALOW CLASSIC
Atlanta, Georgia
If you’re in the market for
absolutely anything new for
your home, look no further
than this welcoming spot,
stocked with a wonderfully
edited mix of furniture, light-
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THE CURIOUS
ORANGE STORE
Charlottesville,
Virginia
Roderick Coles calls the
twenty-first-century South a
“migrational, cultural mixing
bowl” and takes a similarly
eclectic approach with his
2,400-square-foot treasure

trove of good taste. Located
in an industrial building
on Charlottesville’s western outskirts, the Curious
Orange Store combines
nineteenth-century chests
with vibrant Italian modern
lounge chairs and midcentury lighting. thecurious
orangestore.com

DARRYL CARTER
Washington, D.C.
If Darryl Carter is a rock star
of Southern interior design,
his D.C. boutique is like a
greatest hits album. Occupying a beautifully transformed
nineteenth-century building
in the hip Shaw neighborhood, his shop contains
skillfully selected antiques
and art, along with custom
pieces of Carter’s design,
including dinnerware that he
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created with a local ceramist,
made-to-order upholstered
furniture, and private-label
textiles. darrylcarter.com

tion to bear in supplying
his King Street shop with
tasteful, quality finds.
johnpopeantiques.com

FOUND
Houston, Texas
Found is full of everything
from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century antiques to
repurposed industrial pieces.
Designers love the juxtaposition of, say, a vintage theater
spotlight or a modern resin
table against a faux bois garden bench or a gilt mirror.
shop.foundforthehome.com

KENNY BALL
ANTIQUES
Charlottesville, Virginia
Since 1985, discerning
antiquers have known to
count on Ball for an abundance of authentic English,
French, and Italian pieces.
kennyballantiques.com

JOHN POPE ANTIQUES
Charleston,
South Carolina
You’ll often find the proprietor himself in this antiques
oasis. Pope brings his background in historic preserva-

LUCULLUS
New Orleans, Louisiana
Patrick Dunne’s French
Quarter antiques store specializes in objets culinaires—
ranging from fine crystal
champagne flutes to silver
Victorian wine coasters to
mahogany dining tables.
lucullusantiques.com
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PIECES
Atlanta, Georgia
Lee Kleinhelter’s sophisticated furniture and decor shop
was founded in 2004 in the
West Buckhead neighborhood, but non–Atlanta residents can scratch an itch
for revived vintage furniture
by shopping online, where
inventory is arranged by
product, color, and material.
piecesinc.com
REVIVAL
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Elegant artwork, handmade
furniture, and a knockout
selection of lighting are just
some of what you’ll find in
Rodney Simmons and Billy
Woodall’s shop, where making
a personal purchase or finding
the perfect luxurious gift is
easy. revivalhome.com
WILDER
Nashville, Tennessee
Ivy and Josh Elrod have
created a store in Germantown that singles out furniture, tableware, lighting,
94 GARDEN&GUN

lor? Or an old-fashioned
claw-foot tub? Black Dog’s
40,000-square-foot warehouse and grounds are a
trove of antique and upcycled
decorative treasures—nineteenth-century light fixtures,
old textile-factory carts
turned into coffee tables,
you name it. blackdog
salvage.com

ART,
HOUSEWARES, AND
HOME ACCENTS

SOUTHERN ACCENTS
ARCHITECTURAL
ANTIQUES
Cullman, Alabama
This downtown storefront
in tiny Cullman is not where
bits and pieces of old homes
and buildings come to be laid
to rest. They come here to be
reborn. Step inside and you’re
met by a row of reclaimed
doors. Balusters stand near
a staircase; bins and boxes
overflow in a jumble of pulls,
hinges, and hooks; stacks
of tiles clink when the door
closes hard. “Our mission is
rescuing these things, giving
them a second chance,” says
the owner, Garlan Gudger, Jr.
antiques-architectural.com

ANTFARM STUDIOS
Raleigh, North Carolina
Leave it to an assemblage of
artists to see the potential
in a network of crumbling
warehouses long before anyone else. Founded in 1993
by a group of North Carolina
State design school grads,
this artists’ collective is home
to a rotating cast of painters,
woodworkers, metalsmiths,
and potters. Stop by the
studios on the first Friday
of the month during open
hours or call ahead to arrange
a visit. antfarmstudios
.wordpress.com
BEVERLY BREMER
SILVER SHOP
Atlanta, Georgia
Southerners love their sterling nearly as much as their
stories, and this Atlanta
destination has been the
fine silver supplier of choice
for more than forty years,
with an assortment of julep
cups, exquisite flasks, and
holiday ornaments. The
shop also offers engraving
and polishing services.
beverlybremer.com
THE COMMONS
Charleston,
South Carolina
A peaceful gem tucked into
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a carriage house in a leafy
courtyard off Charleston’s
bustling Broad Street, the
Commons offers an encyclopedic array of Americanmade pieces for home and
garden, from Southern-made
brass utensils by Georgia’s
ME Speak Design to sleek
lighting by Workstead to the
in-house-designed Shelter
glassware collection.
the-commons.us

FURBISH STUDIO
Raleigh, North Carolina
Steered by her impeccable
taste, interior designer Jamie
Meares has made a name for
herself by pairing unlikely
patterns, bold colors, and
mismatched genres. Meares’s
signature color-drenched
aesthetic is on full display
in her Warehouse District
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MADCAP COTTAGE
High Point, North Carolina
The designers Jason Oliver
Nixon and John Loecke
bring their exuberant sense
of color and love of history
and great design together
inside this charming shop
stocked with a diverse mix
of amazing furniture finds,
plus an impressive vintage
needlepoint pillow collection.
madcapcottage.com

home-goods store, where,
among many other items,
vintage kilim rugs mingle with
abstract Southern art and
bamboo butler tray tables.
furbishstudio.com

GREGG IRBY GALLERY
Atlanta, Georgia
“Our mission has always
been about discovery,” says
Gregg Irby, whose Westside
Atlanta gallery seeks out
emerging artists, including
such rising talents as Alabama
native Kate Merritt Davis
and Charlestonian Raven
Roxanne Wilson. For Irby,
the only thing more thrilling
than discovering a new artist
is pairing that artist’s work
with the right client. “Buy
what you love,” she says.
“If it grabs you, it works.”
greggirbygallery.com

Graham Yelton

THE OUTPOST
Middleburg, Virginia
The impeccable staging of
antiques from all around the
world makes shopping here
feel as much like a journey
as a destination. There’s an
abundance of fascinating artifacts, beautiful rugs and textiles, and elegant furniture.
theoutpostmiddleburg.com

and mirrors as if they were
museum objects. The former
New Yorkers—Josh is a painter, actor, and drummer; Ivy
is a dancer, writer, and actor—carry everything from
wood-and-metal furniture
by the Texan designers at
Garza Marfa to sleek garden
containers by Modernica.
wilderlife.com

Tara Donne

MALACHITE
New Orleans, Louisiana
Opened in 2012 by Melissa
Miles Rufty and Adrienne
Casbarian, Malachite offers
distinctive high-end furniture, art, and accessories. It’s
no surprise that it’s become a
haven for interior designers.
malachitehome.com

SHOPSCAD
Savannah, Georgia
Charming block-printed
stationery, greeting cards,
gift wrap, and kitchen towels
are just the start of the offerings from the student designers at Savannah College of
Art and Design. There’s art
and apothecary items, too.
shopscad.com

WE TOOK TO
THE WOODS
Greenville,
South Carolina
We Took to the Woods is as
distinctive as its name—part
home and gift store, part floral
design studio, part seasonal
design exhibit. Just a block
off North Main Street, the
Greenville shop offers warm
tartan throws, crystal candlesticks, and vintage antler
mounts, as well as the store’s
own line of scented candles.
wetooktothewoods.com

ARCHITECTURAL
SALVAGE
BLACK DOG
SALVAGE
Roanoke, Virginia
Need a life-size statue of
Genghis Khan for the par-

GARDEN
THE ANTIQUE ROSE
EMPORIUM
Brenham, Texas
Burly and bearded, Mike
Shoup doesn’t match the
prim stereotype of a rose
aficionado. Then again, the
roses at his Antique Rose
Emporium in Brenham don’t
match the perception of fussy
ornamentals that require
constant care. Shoup has
collected hundreds of hardy
“survivor” varieties—gorgeous roses he’s found thriving in cemeteries and abandoned lots despite decades
of neglect. antiquerose
emporium.com

CHARLESTON
GARDEN WORKS
Charleston,
South Carolina
The Charleston landscape
architect Glen Gardner
remembers the fruitless
searches for carved-stone
planters or cast-iron urns
showing age and character.
“I couldn’t just run down
to the local garden center,”
he says. So in 2015 he and
Patrick Bradley started
Charleston Garden Works,
which collects high-quality
outdoor antiques and offers
one-of-a-kind antique statuary, planters, water features,
and lighting fixtures.
charlestongardenworks.com
FLORADISE
ORCHIDS
Gordonsville, Virginia
Floradise Orchids, a shady
hideaway alongside James
Madison Highway in Gordonsville, is well worth
seeking out. As soon as you
walk into the warm thick
air of the arched-roof greenhouse, and the vivid colors
and exotic shapes of a thousand blooms surround you,
you’ll know this isn’t your
average roadside find.
floradise.com
LEAF & PETAL
Birmingham, Alabama
What started out as a small
neighborhood plant shop
has grown to three locations
around Birmingham under
the tasteful eye of the owner, Lydia Pursell. In addition
to a substantial selection
of unique plants and wellmatched planters to accompany them, you can find a
few surprises on the shelves,
including house-pickled
okra and pepper jelly.
leafnpetal.com G
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